
Gidgegannup Craft & Spinners - Update - Feb 2017

The Gidge Craft & Spinners meet every Thursday 1-4 pm from the 2nd
of February 2017 in the Agricultural Society Office Building in the
Gidge Showgrounds through the No. 1 gate.

We belong under the umbrella of  the Guild at  Alexander Park Craft
House  in  Menora.  They  have  an  extensive  collection  of  spinning
wheels, Hand & Drum Carders, Electric wheels & Weaving stands. This
equipment we can borrow as members of this guild.

This year we donated fleeces of wool & alpaca that were donated to
us. All of these fleeces were enthusiastically  received. Dot’s jumper is
finished & looks fabulous.  Over  many years  Dot  has crochet  many
items and knitted numerous garments for her family.

Walter’s a great help with our ’wheels’ and is an expert in spinning &
crocheting- just finishing a doona cover. The size to fit a single bed for
his daughter. (1.4 metres wide by 2.11 metres long.)

Heather’s is steadily working her way through her tapestries. Barbara
knits busily on making a cardigan. This year she has made a couple of
jumpers and uses left over wool to make rugs for the elderly. Terrie is
trying  her  hand  at  crocheting  under  the  tutelage  of  Walter.
Perseverance has paid off and Terrie is now progressing with her work.
Jeanette  loves  gardening and  has  over  the  years  knitted  heaps  of
garments.

Carolyn  is  spinning a  beautiful  natural  grey  wool  bought  from  the
spinning guild at Menora and blending it with a muted red,cream &
brown  gradation  rolag.This will  be  knitted into a  cardigan.  Another
project is using scrap wool knitted into strips then crochet together to
make  rugs  and  dog  blankets.  Its  an  ongoing  project.  Thanks  to
Barbara for this idea. Carolyn is also working on a tapestry for one of
her granddaughter’s.

Anne  over  this  past  year  has  become  an  expert  in  spinning  and
weaving showing some of her finished  and in progress work. Fantastic
Anne.
Cynthia, Judy & Raf. and various others call in occasionally when time
permits. Another member is an accomplished spinner - spinning now
for over twenty years. A daughter wanted a knitted long jacket made
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which was finished in record time with commercial wool  and looked
lovely in the photo of her daughter. The hardest part of this garment
was knitting the long edging around the main jacket. Well done!

We have on hand a library of books on a  variety of crafts and spinning
and these are used regularly by our members. There is also a quantity
of  commercial wools  and alpaca and wool rolags  for sale. Members
have finished craft and garments FOR SALE in our spare room.

As always we serve a delicious afternoon tea and coffee for everyone
to enjoy as members take turns to bring a plate of goodies along each
week.

New members are always welcomed - cost is only a gold coin and as
well we have a raffle each week. This club is open each Thursday from
1-4pm and is for all people who are interested in learning and sharing.
Our members will teach if there is a need. 
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